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the kontakt player lets you use a variety of sample libraries to create rich and complex
drum, bass, and string samples that you can then apply to your own instruments, or use as
the basis for your own new song. with kontakt 5, you can also use the player to create user
maps. youll be amazed at the powerful new sound design capabilities of the player. kontakt
5 includes our new waveform browser and audio editor, which lets you view and edit
waveforms in a variety of ways. you can also view and edit spectrogram, spectrogram, or
phase spectrogram (spectrograms are standard waveform visualizations). you can also flip
spectrograms horizontally or vertically, which lets you see and edit the frequency response
of your sound at multiple times per second. finally, you can use the audio editor to chop up
samples and save them as separate files. you can then add those files to your own kontakt
projects. komplete 9 ultimate is the ultimate, all-in-one music production software system.
you get a complete set of 64 drum kits, a complete set of 64 guitar instruments, a complete
set of 64 bass instruments, a complete set of 64 strings instruments, and a complete set of
64 percussion instruments. this is the most powerful native instruments software suite ever,
and it offers one of the most comprehensive and powerful synthesizer libraries and sound
libraries in the industry. better still, this software suite gives you everything you need to
create dance, hip-hop, pop, house and rock music, and more. youll find in this software
bundle a complete library of over 18,000 one-shots, multiple libraries of drum kits,
instrument and piano samples. use the included kontakt 5 sampler to create your own
soundscapes and instrument libraries, and use the included reaktor 5 synth to create your
own electronic sounds. there are 4 synth stacks included - massive, absynth, reaktor and
piano. the best of both worlds!
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the new komplete 10 software is packed with a variety of new and updated instruments.
there are a new array of electric guitars including basses, necks, and electric pianos. you get

the five premium acoustic pianos; a new collection of electric pianos; and a new bass and
marimba instrument. then there are 50 new drum samples, like a looper drum, a conga

drum, a rainstick drum, a hand drum, a snare drum, the tri-toms, and a tubular bass drum.
plus, you get a new collection of acoustic guitars, electric guitars, and basses. you also get a

new collection of orchestral instruments, including the classic french horn, baritone horn,
cornet, alto trombone, euphonium, trumpet, tuba, and french horn. there are 30 new drum

samples, like a high-hat, ride cymbal, snare drum, toms, shaker, tamborine, chimes,
xylophone, woodblock, and bell. finally, there are new collections of brass instruments, the
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electric piano, and synth instruments. native instruments komplete 10 includes 64-bit
kontakt 5 with battery 4, the solid mix series, transient master, and more. kontakt 5 lets you
access a massive library of loops, one-shots, samples, and more so you can quickly get that

sound that you want. and battery 4 is the best-selling instrument of all time. with all of
komplete, maschine, and native instruments battery 4, you get the best loop-based

sampling, drum-production, and beat-making workflow available. that means you can
quickly craft those creative compositions, and work out the arrangement and arrangement

in your daw of choice. komplete also includes a new maschine 2 instrument with battery 4, a
collection of synth instruments, and 50 new drum samples. 5ec8ef588b
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